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	The fields of micro- and nanotechnology have emerged over the past decade as a

	major focus of modern scientific and engineering research and technology.

	Driven by advances in microfabrication, the investigation, manipulation and engineering

	of systems characterized by micrometer and, more recently, nanometer

	scales has become commonplace throughout all technical disciplines. With these

	developments, an entirely new collection of experimental diagnostic techniques

	have been developed to explore and characterize such systems. The purpose of

	this book is to highlight some of the most innovative and powerful developments

	in micron-scale diagnostics that have been presented over the past few years, and

	to provide a resource for researchers and scientists interested in learning about the

	techniques themselves – their capabilities and limitations.





	As with any field at the leading edge of modern science, each day brings new

	ideas, and by the time these chapters were written and published, many new improvements

	have been suggested, implemented. Nevertheless we hope that the

	contributions here will continue to have some value to researchers in the new frontier

	of micron and nano-scale science and technology.





	I must first and foremost thank the authors of each chapter who generously

	agreed to invest the considerable effort required to document their expertise. This

	effort started over two years ago and most of the contributions were submitted by

	the summer of 2003. It has taken this long to finish the formatting, assemble the

	various permissions and get the book to the printer. During this delay (which was

	due only to my own inefficiency busy schedule) , the chapter authors have been

	unreasonably patient, and I thank them for their good nature! Last, but not least, I

	must extend a special thanks to Shankar Devasenathipathy, who helped me with

	the final editing chores and gave that extra push to see the book out of the door.
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Resumes For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Write a winning resume and land that job interview!


	Is your job search stalling out after you submit a resume but before you're offered an interview? With a recession that has caused a 10% unemployment rate affecting 15.3 million Americans, having a winning resume is vital to securing an interview-and it demands a fresh look at...
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Learning Laravel's EloquentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop amazing data-based applications with Eloquent, the Laravel framework ORM


	About This Book

	
		Build highly efficient applications with the Eloquent ORM using an expressive syntax
	
		Get to grips with the power of relationships and how Eloquent handles them
	
		Go beyond simple...
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eBay Timesaving Techniques for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Buy low, sell high, and do it all more efficiently!    

Over 60 techniques that help you save time by…    

	Revealing sources, both on and off eBay, for cool merchandise you can resell
	Choosing the right shipper without doing the research yourself
	Sharing exclusive accounting software...
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How to Work for an Idiot: Survive & Thrive-- Without Killing Your BossCareer Press, 2003

	For more than two decades, Dr. John Hoover has written books on leadership, creativity, and organizational performance, extolling the virtues of flattened organizations, collaborative leadership, and shared responsibility. His clients welcomed him, praised him...yet (he felt) completely ignored his advice! This book contains the confession of...
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Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006

	Brief but rigorous, this text is geared toward advanced undergraduates and graduate students. It covers the coordinate system, planes and lines, spheres, homogeneous coordinates, general equations of the second degree, quadric in Cartesian coordinates, and intersection of quadrics.

	Mathematician, physicist, and astronomer, William...
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Sonic Interaction DesignMIT Press, 2013

	Sound is an integral part of every user experience but a neglected medium in design disciplines. Design of an artifact's sonic qualities is often limited to the shaping of functional, representational, and signaling roles of sound. The interdisciplinary field of sonic interaction design (SID) challenges these prevalent approaches by...
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